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We, the community of Lutheran Campus 
Ministry (LCM) at the Edge House, are a 
ministry of and to the church universal, 
sponsored by Good Shepherd Lutheran 
Church, and focused at the University of 
Cincinnati. We are a mosaic and a motley 
crew held together by commitment to the 
Way. We are Church. Let us explain.

1 Who we are 
This is what we look like, in a visual 
metaphor:

We focus our ministry on the students at 
UC, yet our reach has naturally 
expanded. Like the bands of color at 
sunrise, our target demographic is 
layered, yet subtly blended together. 
Expanding outward from the sun, we 
identify the following demographics: 
❂ UC students;
❂ UC staff and faculty, students of other 

colleges, and college-aged folks 
nearby

❂ Matthew 18:15-17 which reads: “If 
another member of the church sins 
against you, go and point out the fault 
when the two of you are alone. If the 
member listens to you, you have 
regained that one. But if you are not 
listened to, take one or two others 
along with you, so that every word 
may be confirmed by the evidence of 
two or three witnesses. If the member 
refuses to listen to them, tell it to the 
church; and if the offender refuses to 
listen even to the church, let such a 
one be to you as a Gentile and a tax-
collector.”

To temper the perceived harshness of the 
last few words, we remember the 
monastic tradition below. 
❂ Monastic Rules arose from Matthew’s 

words contained extensive disciplinary 
actions stretching over months and 
years. Excommunication was a last 
resort, reached only after all other 
options had been exhausted and was 
not considered permanent. If the 
brother desired to be received back 
into community, he was welcomed at 
the Easter Vigil. And this process of 
discipline, excommunication, and 
reinstatement could be repeated many 
times. In other words, receiving any 
form of discipline was not considered 
the end of relationship but the 
beginning of repentance. If it’s not 
okay, it’s not the end.

All of these things we believe to be both 
descriptive of and proscriptive for our life 
together as the Lutheran Campus Ministry 
at the Edge House. So say we all.

show themself to be unrepentant, we 
will 

❂ Second, approach the Pastor to 
discuss the situation. We will again 
approach the community member 
along with the Pastor for continued 
attempts at understanding and 
clarification of our Rule. If they are 
again unrepentant, we will

❂ Third, approach the gathered 
community, asking for their wisdom 
and compassion. If again no 
understanding is reached or if the 
community member shows themself to 
be unrepentant, we will

❂ Fourth, ask them to take a leave-of-
absence from discipleship, NOSH, or 
other regularly-attended activity, the 
length of which is to be determined by 
the Pastor. We will trust in God to 
watch over them, making clear our 
love and willingness to receive them 
back into community at the end of the 
leave-of-absence. The Pastor will 
remain in regular contact with the 
community member and other 
members of the community may do so 
as well, remembering to show both 
compassion and firmness.

❂ Fifth, if the community member 
expresses remorse and a desire to re-
enter community, we will welcome 
them with open arms after a suitable 
period of conversation and clean-
living. At the Easter Vigil which 
follows, they will be invited to reaffirm 
their baptismal vows and/or this Rule.

We take this as our model for discipline 
from two examples of the early Church:

to respect the premises and participants 
by: 
❂ Being trustworthy;
❂ Being aware of how we use our 

bodies and voices, including personal 
space and consent, and being willing 
to articulate that awareness;

❂ Not staying all night/sleeping overnight 
unless approved by staff;

❂ Not sponsoring/hosting/allowing 
parties without approval of staff;

❂ Not allowing alcohol or illegal drugs on 
the premises;

❂ Not allowing weapons (including guns 
or knives not meant for kitchen or 
repair purposes) on the premises;

❂ Neither creating nor destroying life 
while on the premises;

❂ Participating in our culture of 
cleanliness, keeping public spaces 
public, and cleaning up after 
ourselves.

4 How we maintain the order 
The trust we place in one another, the 
willingness to be vulnerable as laid out in 
this Rule is intensely important to our life 
together. When one of our number 
violates that trust, we must respond in a 
generous but firm manner.

Accordingly, when we notice hurtful 
behavior, we will
❂ First, approach the community 

member one-on-one to discuss and 
understand. (If we feel unsafe 
approaching them [note: discomfort is 
not necessarily unsafe], we may move 
directly to the second step.) If no 
understanding is reached or if they
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❂ Young adults who participate in our 
community and offer themselves in 
service to the first two layers;

❂ Good Shepherd Lutheran Church, 
partner churches, and folks interested 
in our mission and values who offer 
themselves in service to the first two 
layers;

❂ Edge House alumni;
❂ Family members of current and former 

students;
❂ Others who use the edge house space 

to whom we show hospitality and from 
whom we receive support.

The following people are welcome at the 
Edge House:
❂ Sinners and saints
❂ Those willing to have their spiritual 

journeys transformed and to learn to 
articulate their faith

❂ People who like what they see in what 
we value and do

❂ People who will respectfully challenge 
what we value and do—that is, not just 
folks who already agree with us

❂ People of all denominations, faiths, 
and lack-of-faiths

To use another metaphor, we are a cell 
with a permeable membrane where folks 
are invited in but also filtered. The filter is 
this Rule, suggesting that all are welcome 
and all are welcome to examine their lives 
more closely. We are committed to one 
another, connected not unlike a mosaic. 
We are breaking, we are broken, and we 
are being put back together.

2 What we value 
At the beginning of this Rule, the phrase

“The Way” may seem off-putting. Indeed, 
in the early Christian Church, the 
followers of the way of Jesus were seen 
as a dangerous cult, interested in 
pursuing peace, justice, and love in ways 
opposed to the wisdom of the time. “The 
Way” was shorthand for being a follower 
of Jesus son of Mary (and of God, of 
course). It is marked by the discipline of 
choosing life, both literally and 
metaphorically in all forms of our common 
life.

We practice Jesus’ command to “love our 
neighbors as yourselves,” (Matthew 
22:39) and we use the word “practice” 
intentionally, knowing we will never arrive 
at perfection. This practice of generosity 
is central to many religions and serves as 
common ground for those who participate 
in the Edge House community. As 
examples, but by no means a complete 
listing,
❂ From the Talmud (revered Jewish 

commentary on scripture), “That which 
is hateful to you, do not do to your 
fellow. That is the whole Torah; the 
rest is the explanation; go and 
learn.” (Shabbat 31A).

❂ From Udana-Varga (Buddhist wisdom 
literature) “Hurt not others in ways that 
you yourself would find hurtful.” (5:18)

❂ From the Prophet Muhammad 
(originator of Islam), “Hurt no one so 
that no one may hurt you.” (The

 Farewell Sermon)1

In our varied practice of faith, we value:
❂ Hospitality, invitation, and 

participation, verbalized as “all may, 
some should, none must”;
✴ We cannot be Church or whole 
human beings without one another—
we need help. Showing up and inviting 
others to do the same expands the 
circle and provides support to each 
member.

❂ Honesty, vulnerability, and 
confidentiality;

❂ Creativity, innovation, and 
discernment, sometimes verbalized as 
experimental theology;

❂ Openness, particularly as described 
by generous orthodoxy, fallibility, and 
non-coersion;
✴ Our differences offer us opportunity 
to better understand ourselves as 
individuals and as a community. 
Respectful conversation can transform 
us.

❂ Worship that is at once relevant and 
resistant, ancient and modern. We 
prefer participation to perfection.

We see many benefits of this commitment 
including: feelings of belonging; 
opportunities for spiritual growth and self-
awareness; and the exciting challenge of 
participating in God’s ongoing creation.

3 The order of our common life 
There are many entry-points to our 
community. We do not have a particular 
hierarchy or order of operations for 
participation. We are intentional about

making space in our schedules for Edge 
House events because, as Paul Bosch 
writes, “Whatever you do repeatedly has 
the power to shape you, has the power to 
make you over into a different person—
even if you’re not totally ‘engaged’ in 
every minute.”2 What follows is a partial 
(and changeable) catalog of our activities:
❂ Discipleship groups—small groups 

wrestling with faith, doubt, current 
events, and daily life

❂ NOSH—thoughtful worship in the 
context of family-style homemade 
dinner on Sunday nights

❂ Service/pilgrimage—twice-yearly trips 
to places of spiritual significance for 
good works and contemplation

❂ Annual Extravaganza and Reading of 
the Rule—a yearly large-group 
meeting for social time, spiritual 
connection, and reminder of who we 
are and who we are trying to be

❂ Organic time—time we spend talking, 
praying, playing games, making lattes, 
napping, and growing closer to one 
another

❂ Events sponsored by our Edge House 
housemates (Jamie Noyd, et al)—the 
relationship among LCM and other 
ministries housed in the Edge House 
is akin to God the Trinity, i.e. separate, 
communal, and all in love.

In these and other activities, we will strive
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1From The Golden Rule by Ilene Cooper and Gabi 
Swiatkowska. Abrams Books for Young Readers: 
New York, 2007.

2From The Quotidian Mysteries: Laundry, Liturgy, 
and “Women’s Work” by Kathleen Norris. Paulist 
Press: New York, 1998. P 80.


